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Deformation o Linear Ordinary
Differential Equations. IV

By Tetsuji MIWA
Research Institute for Mathematical Sciences, Kyoto University

(Communicated by KSsaku YOSIDA, M. ff.A., Sept. 12, 1980)

In this note exploiting quantum field operators we construct an
isomonodromy amily with a prescribed monodromy data. This ap-
proach was initiated by Sato, Miwa and Jimbo 1 ] in the case of
regular singularities. As or irregular singularities some special
cases have been treated in 2 ], 3 ]. Here we consider the ollowing
general case; we construct an mm matrix Y(xo, x) normalized as
Y(xo, x0)=l which enjoys the monodromy property with respect to x
with the ollowing monodromy data 4 ], 5

T() T0(, S?), .(1) C(1),(1) a __, 2rv

n -rn 2rv
Here a, ..., a are distinct points in C. r is the rank of the irregu-
lar singularity at a T() Tg) are the exponent matrices at a.
We assume that if rl,
( 2 ) t) for ,-rv, -r,

() are the Stokes multiplierswhere () (t_fl,),,=,. ,.
with respect to the sectors .q() at a (see (2.38) and (2.43) in 4 ]) C
is the connection matrix from a to Xo. Note that x= is chosen to
be a regular point for Y(xo, x). We should assume the following con-
sistency conditions.

Y=I

( 4 ) (C()-l2gtTgl)’(n)-I S)--IC(n))
(C()-e"S-. S’-C())= 1.

Under the above assumptions, we shall give a Neumann series for
Y(xo, X) in (22), which is convergent if T(). and S)-1(,=1 n;
]=0, 1, ., r; l= 1, ., 2r) are sufficiently small.

We also give expressions for the characteristic matrices G
(,,=1, ., n; l, k1) (see 6 ]) of the isomonodromy family. Since
the characteristic matrices give rise to solutions to the non-linear de-
formation equations for the isomonodromy family, we thus obtain
analytic expressions for these solutions. We refer the reader to 7 ]-
[12] as for previous results on analytic expressions for solutions to
Painlev equations and their generalizations.
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We exploit free fermions denoted by .(x), .*(x), (.)(x) and .*()(x)
(x e R; a---- 1, ., m ,-- 1, ., n). We define the expectation value
between .(x)(.*(x)) and one of the free fermions to be zero except for
the following.

1 i( 5 ) (,*(x)(x’)} ((x)’(x’)}=2 x-- x’ +i0
1 --i(6) (*"(x)(x’)}=((x)*"(x’)}=(C(92 x-x’-io

(7) <()(x)(x’)}=<(x)()(x’)} () 1 i
=" 2 x-x+iO

The table of the expectation values or other pairs is given in (16) and
(17). Here we need only the following.

We set

( 9 ) )=e,Z’, p) :.[.[ dxdx’R)(x, x’))(x)()(x’),

1 i ei)(x’)(10) R)(x, x’)-
2 x-- x’ +iO e)(x)

(11) e)(x)=exp ( t). (x--a)- +) log (x--a))0= (-])
--1 dxe,)(x)_)(x) (kl),(12) .)=.)e,’, .)-- j

(13) ’.-)=(.-)e,Z’, (.-)-- 1 dxe._)(x)()(x) (/>1)

(14) e.)(x)=(x--a)e)(x) (] e Z).
e- (l, k).(15)

We define kernels K’")(x, x’) (,,= 1, ., n a, fl= 1, ..., m) and
the remaining expectation values as follows.

1 i(16) K3)(x, x’)=-(C()C(,)-)..2 x-x’+iO

(17) (’)(x, x’) ()(x-- x’)

Here () is a complex parameter specified below. The kernel K;)(x, x’)
and the rest of the expectation values between )(x) and ()(x) are
zero.

Now let us consider the product
(lS) 1)...)...e)...)=(,...)...)...e)}. e" ",

(19) P=
=1 a=l
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The kernel is given, at least formally, by the ollowing Neumann series.

(20) R(.’)(x,x’)=Vo dx,.., dx
1*** YJ--1----1

() (,)R()(Xo, w(’’)(x x)R., (x, x)K.. (x, xJ
RiT)(x., x.),

where (,0, a0) (,, a), (,, a) (Z, fl), x0= x and x,=x’. Since the free
fermions are defined on the real axis the integrations appearing in (20)
should be on the real axis. Nevertheless in order to obtain an iso-
monodromy family we introduce the following modification for the
contours of integration.

We assume that Ima.(=l, ...,n) are distinct. If ,_,, the
contour for x_ (resp. x) should be I(-) (resp. I()) of Fig. 1.

Fig. 1

If _=(=), (’">(x_ x,)( a T’=a) contains (x,_ x).--’ece e iterte over
_

te gctor e()r /e<)r I tee oI by te utio (2)
there exist r sectors -) x() at a along which this factor is
decreasing. We choose .(’) ). successively anticlockwise so
that (’) is contained in either o,, or , U ,, (see (2.38) in 4 ]).
Then we take a contour I;, rom to G through .,.(). ..,() (l=l,
..,r,) should be chosen so that Imx,,Imx, for x, e I,

(]= 1, 2)(/<l) when x, (Fig. 2).

Irr’,l

rr’,a

()rr’,4

Fig. 2

Moreover we choose ]() of (17) differently for each contour; we take"’rr’
2’) for r() (/=1 r,). When the contours for x. and x2,+ coincide
with each other, we choose the contour for x+ in the right of the
contour for x. Likewise x0 (resp. x+,) is supposed to be in the left
of the contour for x (resp. in the right of the contour for x). With
the above prescriptions for integration contours, the Neumann series
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(20) is convergent for sufficiently small 2:), (,= 1, ., n l-- 1, ., r
a,/=l, ,m) andt.(). (,=1,... n;]=0,1, r;a=l m),._3

Now let us consider the ollowing expectation value.
(21) Y(xo x)-2i(x- Xo)(*, (Xo) e %(x)}.
From (5)-(7) and (19) we have

(22) Y(xo x) 1+ dx dx
,=1 al =I I(P)

(C()-)
2 x0-x-i0 -’ 2 x-x+i0 "

Here x0 (resp. x) are supposed to be outside of the contour I() (resp.
I(")). The m m matrix Y(xo x)= (Y(xo x)),=,..., gives the iso-
monodromy amily normalized at x0, i.e. Y(xo, x0)= 1. The connection.
matrix from a to x0 is given by C(), the Stokes multipliers S) (/= 1,
.., 2r) are given by

(23) S) (1-))-where (A>) 2(, if e>(x)/e(x) is decreasing in the sector t,
and (A))=0 otherwise.

The characteristic matrix G,")(,) 6 is expressed as ollows.
(?)... ,,)... ,-,... ))/(?)...

if <, or "=Z,

(24) G),")(,)=x ")}/(?)’" ")}

if ,<Z or "=Z,
Now let us consider the Schlesinger transform or Y(x0, x) o the

{ ...a }ype ()...L() where =(/.).,=l,...,m (=1, ., n) such Cha

u=l

(seeII[]). eset
(25) y’-) ,<’-)... ,<,-)e:’ (/ 1),

,0) ),
i,) +i,)... +i,)e’ (k 1).

Then we have (see II 6 ])

(26) detWa" .a (?,i). .,). .,). .)
i()...L()

Y(x)
(?)"

-<,I)
(27) Y(xo, x)’,=2ui(X-Xo) (" (x)* %(x)

The logarithmic derivative of the correlation unction (?)...)}
is given by

2

W(’)(Xu X)
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where the contours for integration should be specified as in (20). We
can prove the following identity (see (33) 5 ]).
(29) o d log ()...().

Thus the correlation unction ()...)) coincides with the
unction.

It is a pleasure to thank Dr. M. Jimbo, Prof. M. Sato and Dr. K.
Ueno for useful discussions.
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